FUTURE FISH FARM
AQUASPHERE

SINTEF FISKERI OG HAVBRUK

This is a presentation of a PD6 project
carried out by three students of Industrial
Design at NTNU. The course, TPD4140
PD6, involves System- and Product
Design, thus we have had an exciting time
with SINTEF Fisheries and Aquaculture as
our employers. We worked in cooperation
with four other students who designed
individual parts within our system.
SINTEF ask the question: Who will
produce Norway’s future natural
resources – and how?
The Sea has always been important to
Norway as a means of gathering income.
It is acknowledged that Norway cannot
rely on oil extraction as its main source
of income in the future. One must create
new innovations which enable Norway to
utilize sustainable marine environment
businesses. Aquaculture, particularly
salmon breeding, has become an
important contributor to natural marine
values. Norway has both the resources
and the knowledge to utilise its coastline
for breeding, and is at the forefront of
this research area. As a nation, we have
great potential, but also a great global
responsibility to close the gap between
supply and demand of food.

The business itself also faces a number
of challenges, notably escape, salmon
louse and access to fodder. It is important
to start with the persons working at
the fish farms, to ensure a proper HMS
(environment, health and safety) system.
The future sea-based aquaculture is
expected to be located at the most
suitable areas of the sea, which could
mean remote fish farms at exposed areas.
SINTEF allowed us a great deal of
freedom in choosing our area of focus,
and we have completed a thorough
idea generation process, where we have
looked at different aspects of fish farming.
Collaborating with a larger group of
seven students, our work has resulted in a
future-oriented fish farming system.
The concept is a globular cage which can
rotate and is located in a remote area
of the sea. We have designed different
“elements” belonging to the cage, which
compounds into a system of elements
and functions. Focusing on efficiency
improvement, safety and sustainability,
here is our cage of the future.
Alex Anderton
Torje Asdahl
Emilie Saure Hagen

SKETCHING
In the initial phase of the project, we all
attempted to think of all the possible
solutions for running the fish farm
business in the future. We fantasised
about floating cities, combined with
huge, all-automatic fish farms. We had
different ideas for the de-licing process
as well, for instance de-licing by means of
a catamaran driving over the cages and
carrying out the process on board.

THE SPHERE
After having studied the fish farms of
today, we have noticed a great potential
for improvement on the cage itself, and
in the processes concerning de-licing,
removal of dead fish, washing of nets
and elevating the cage. These tasks today
involve a great deal of physical strain on
the persons performing them. We have
designed a globular cage, which we
suggest solves many of these problems,
as well as making the fish farms safer for
the workers. In addition the cage has
the necessary structural strength and
durability to survive out in rough seas.

PROTOTYPES
Prototyping was an important part of
the process, aiding us with decisions in
the development process. Visualising the
sphere was hard on paper, so physical
3D models allowed better interaction,
and was particulary useful for working
out the best solution for the harvesting
mechanism. We also used it in the early
stage when looking at an internal rotating
cleaning mechanism, and discovered it
would be too complex.

DETAILING
To be able to construct our globular cage
into a working system, it was necessary
to draw up the different components at
a detailed level. The cage must be able
to rotate and elevate to such an extent
that the central axis is parallel with the
water surface. The cages are connected
in pairs, which makes harvesting and
maintenance more effective, as both
cages can be serviced simultaneously.
These pairs in turn become a part of a
larger fish farm. We have had to make
many technical assessments in order to
enable the different elements to work
together.

GROUP WORK
At first our group of seven students
worked together, sketching and building
on each others ideas. We held sketch
work shops to discuss and develop these
idea. Using information gathering and
analysis we better structured our initial
ideas and used them to construct a list of
requirements. Once we decided on the
spherical cage, the second graders chose
individual elements of the design, whilst
we worked with the system and how all
of these parts connected. Often problems
appeared during this process and we had
to search for alternative solutions.

AOV CLEANING UNIT designed by Lars
SOLAR POWERED LIGHT designed by Malin
ROTATION SYSTEM designed by Kari Anne
DEAD FISH BOWL designed by Kari
HARVESTING NET designed by Alex
Alex, Torje and Emilie worked together to
combine these system elements.

CAD

We began CAD during the development
phase of the project. Similary to the
prototyping, it allowed greater insight
into if and how the processes we
designed for would work. Some 3D
renders also allowed us to communicate
our ideas better between each other
whilst we discussed how the different
parts of the cage could fit together.
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Diameter: 50 m
Circumference: 157 m
Volume (lowered): 55223 m ³
Volume (raised): 32724 m ³

CAGE RAISING
& SUPPORT

WALKWAY

The futuristic design allows the walkway
to adapt to the cages position and
diameter, fitting around it whether it is
raised or lowered. The inside walkway
detracts inside the main part by rotation
driven by small motors. This process can
be controlled remotely via the boat. This
allows optimum access at all times, with
railings for the service crews safety. This
idea uses the same concept as the shutter
on a camera.
The walkway allows the service crew to
move around the cages whilst performing
maintenance for instance. Plastic pipes
underneath give the walkways buoyancy
and are used for holding the various
cables needed for cameras and other
equipment. Railings and high grip
flooring are used for the workers safety.

SERVICE
The cage has a modular structure, making
maintenance and repair easier and more
cost effective. Individual segments of
the net can be removed and replaced if
necessary. The rotating function means
that the service crew can check the entire
cage for any problem without having to
move around the whole perimeter.

FEED SUPPLY
The central hub for the cages
infrastructure consists of a feed silo, and
pumps the feed towards the individual
cages when needed, via floating tubes.
These tube attach to the cage by a
removable connector, which supplys
the feed into pipes running through
the piping structure of the cage. A
rotating disc allows the supply pipe to
remain unmoved whilst the cage rotates,
preventing it from becoming tangled.

FEEDER

A feed spreader is attached to the inside
of the pipes. The rotating head allows
feed to be spread over a wider area inside
the cage, facilitating equal and efficient
feeding. A unique bearing system
ventilates dust and oil away from the
bearing to prevent jamming, and allow
minimal maintainance.

DOCKING

The walkways form a boat docking
area between the two cages, which is
designed to perfectly accommodate
a 15 m wide service boat. The tight fit
makes boat connection easy and allows
the whole system, both boat, cages and
walkway, to move together with the
motion of the sea. This allows safer and
easier operations to be carried out. The
entire process is automated by the use
of cameras and sensors, which guide the
boat into the correct docking position.
The mechanism consists of automated
docking locks, one attach to the boat and
the other to the walkway.

HARVESTING
The harvesting mechanism is designed
for the quick, efficient and stress free
harvesting of the fish. Traditional methods
for harvesting often involve catching the
fish in small nets, where they are tightly
packed, before moving them onto the
well boat. This stressful situation makes
the fish gasp in air and struggle, and
activities such as these lower the quality
of the meat that can be obtained from
the fish. A simple zipper allows access
through the net from the pipe.

HARVESTING
NET
design by Alex

The harvesting mechanism consists of an
internal net which can be extended to
cover a half segment of the cage. When
the cage is rotated this net slowly and
gently urges the fish into
an increasingly small area, syncronished
with the harvesting suction from the well
boat. This allows an efficient and stress
free fish to water ratio to be maintained
during the process.
The harvesting net is housed within the
central axis, beneath motor controlled
doors capable of being remotely opened
from the ship. The doors keep the net
in a sealed and dry environment when
the cage is submerged, preventing
algae growth, and also help to keep
the harvesting net in place during the
harvesting process.

DELOUSING

Salmon lice are one of the biggest
problems faced in the fish farming
industry, and the delousing process is
vital to maintain the quality and health
of the fish. Our solution involves the
collecting of the fish in a similar method
to the harvesting process, with the use of
the internal net and rotation for efficient
and stress free salmon transport. Once
collected they are deliced onboard the
service boat and then pumped back into
the cage, on the other side of internal net.
This keeps a divide between the deliced
fish and those yet to be deliced at all
times.

NET RAISING
The raising and lowered of the cage is
done with the assistance of electrical
motors place either side of them. These
motors are housed inside the support
structure which connect the cage and the
walkway. This fully automated system can
be controllec from the boat, so the service
crew can raise the cages in advanced of
their arrival.

NET
CLEANING
design by Lars

It is important to keep a clean net in order
to prevent the growth of algae, which can
cause damage and reduce the amount of
oxygen flowing into the net. We will use
an AOV cleaning unit in order to maintain
an algae free net. The unit is a fully
automated system, which uses a camera
and sensors to check if the net is dirty.
It cleans constantly at a lower pressure,
unlike traditional systems, to ensure a
continously clean net. Inside the AOV, a
water pump moves in the horizontal axis
in order to tilt the unit for different net
angles. It is equipped with a stabilising
disc, allowing good contact and cleaning
angle against the net. Additionally, it
is possible to remove the AOV from
operation mode and use it as a remotely
operate surveillance device.

ANCHORING
The anchoring for the cage system is
connected to the walkways at multiple
points. This connection to the sea floor
keeps the entire system more stable in
the rough seas, and makes boat docking
and work for the service crew safer and
easier. The cages are attached to the
walkway, meaning that they too are
stable and move as one piece with the
motion of the sea.

ROTATION
design by Kari Anne

In order to rotate the globular cages
different air pockets attached to the
exterior of the structure are filled with air.
This is carried out via an air compresser
which pumps the air through tubes
surrounding the cage and through an
outlet next to the cage. Once one of
these containers is filled with air the
cage start to rotate, and this process
continues as the next container arrives.
This entire process is automated and can
be controlled from the service boat.

LIGHT

design by Malin

Light manipulation is necessary in the
aquaculture process in order to regulate
the maturation of the salmon stock. Our
light solution is powered by solar energy,
removing the need for external wires and
an energy supply. The 5 by 1 m unit floats
in the water, providing the light needed
in the fish cage. It contains low energy
consumption LED lights with a long
lifespan. All these features make the light
a low maintenance feature.

DEAD FISH
MECHANISM
design by Kari

One of the tasks a cage must fulfill is to
get rid of the dead fish that sinks to the
bottom. A solution to this problem could
be the concept ”bio-bowl”. The concept is
based on a bowl shaped part that lies in
the bottom of the cage. It stays still while
the cage rotates, scooping up the dead
fish that has fallen down. The bowl will
be inhabited by crabs, that are carrions,
and therefor will eat the dead salmon.
This results in a self-sufficient system that
is both sustainable and innovative. This
solution however would require even
further development within our system,
as it conflicted with too many of the cages
elements, such as the rotation system
and harvesting net. Other than this we
successfully intergrated all other aspects.

AQUALIVING
AQUASPHERE
The future vision created by our two
groups combines both the living and
working area of the fish farm personal.
The 50m wide globular cages can be
connected in groups surrounding the
housing a living space of the service crew
out at sea. A large floating centralised
feed silo supplies the cages with fish feed.
A feeding tube that utilize wave energy
is the power source for the mechanisms
concerning the cage .

